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INTRODUCTION
The key to an efficient operation is always have access to the  
products you need. With Floor Stock solution from MKK, all HVAC 
as you desire, be available when you need it.

In this presentation, we want to communicate how a  
floor stock solution from MKK works. And the rewards our 
customers can expect.
Our vision is to offer our customers an efficient and  
trouble-free solution within HVAC, whatever challenges 
they face.
We want to establish a strong partnership in order to 
understand all the needs our customers have regarding 
HVAC.

With extensive experience and thousands of challenges, 
we have built up a very impressive expertise, specifically 
aimed at HVAC smelter industry.
 
Through close cooperation, and focus on customer needs, 
we have presented and signed many such agreements.

efficient and trouble-free AC solution  
regardless of the challenges



NORSOK
Compliant

MKK complies with relevant standards in 
the markets where we operate

FLOOR STOCK - ZERO STARTUP COST

Different customers require different solutions. Here we would look at an example based on a 
floor stock solution we today have with a specific customer.

This customer has several vehicles, mounted with AC-unit HY-2000.
The customer has not its own refrigeration technicians who can perform service and repair.

- MKK produces five Ac units (HY-2000) that will be disposal for our customer.
- These units are produced at no cost to the customer. 
- All units would now be sendt to our customers 
- Five HY 2000 now stands at the customer’s warehouse at own disposal.
- In need of service / rep / overhaul of an existing AC-unit, our customer switch out old
 AC-unit, and mounts a complete new AC-unit. 
 With HY-2000 this take approximately 20 min.

- When this need repeating itself, and the customer sits with five units that needs   
 service / rep, these will be sent to MKK for service.
- MKK would then perform service on all units
- Time frame at service on these units, is three week from order date. 
- Invoicing service happens when shipping new equipment.
- After service, these units would be sent to customer.
- Our customer have now five new AC-units at his disposal
- This cycle repeats itself each time the customer needs

With this solution, the customer will always have new units available without applying any 
additional costs

GUIDANCE



Example products

ROTATION UNITS

Since it is a big difference between the needs of different customers, a big difference between the numbers of 
HVAC equipment in operation, we must have solution that fit all our customers. 
MKK designs and builds all HVAC equipment for efficient and trouble-free operation. 
By focusing on the customer, we foresee problems that can occur, and we avoid them. When designing a unit, 
we include in the construction that it should be possible to replace with a rotary AC-unit in a very short time.

Therefore, by always having a rotation AC-unit available, one can avoid unnecessary downtime in production.
The customer will then be able to get into production shortly after a failure, and have the ability to service or 
repair the HVAC unit with minimal challenges.

CUSTOMIZED FLOOR STOCK

MKK has over the years delivered customized products and innovative solutions where customer requirements 
and quality have been the main focus. With a floor stock solution, we want obviously to continue our major 
focus on customer desire and satisfaction.

CUSTOMER IN CONTROL

The agreements we have with different customers today are adapted so that rotation of the AC-unit, only 
happens when the customer wants and needs it. With this agreement, our customers could predict their own 
expenditure. 

GUIDANCE



Benefits

From experience of such agreements,  
facing many different customers, we see 
that the benefits and results are very well  
received. The benefits are not just   
facing customers, but MKK as supplier gets 
through close cooperation. 
Better foundation to produce innovative 
and customer-friendly solutions.

Customer experience is highly valued by 
MKK, and through a floor stock solution 
we can offer our customers the following.

 >  Cost Savings
 >  Predictability
 > Improved maintenance
 >  Virtually no down/stop-time in   
   production
 >  Technical support and assistance
 >  Better environment for staff and  
 operations
 >  Innovative Solutions

As a manufacturer of quality AC-units, we 
bring focus on using components and   
systems intended for long service life with the 
possibility of repair. 
Low-cost units with short lifetime is not an 
option for us. 

We focus on total cost of ownership (TCO), 
and therefore presenting out AC-units with 
the possibility of multiple lives.

Through a floor stock solution, you as the  
customer get all the benefits this brings.
It will not only result in cost savings over  
several years, but also a step towards  
sustainable development.

This will maximize your production and lower 
your expenditure and operating cost. 

Sustainable solutions

ACHIEVMENTS



We control temperature
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